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'THE SCHOOLS' COMMUNITY ROLES4IN THE NEXT TEN YEARS:
AN OUTSIDE PERSPECTIVE

I. INTRODUCTION
.

Hudson I tilute's future studie program has gained attention most
a

recently for looking ahead two hundred years:* However, most of.the
.

futures studiesfhe Institute has undertaken for.government ageniies and

private businesses focus on the next decade or so, Such studies generally

probe questions of special interest--the futu're supply and demand for food

and fuel, the future of U.S. cities, of the Federal health-care role, of
tr

multinati 1 corpoirations,welfare programs, "woeking mothers," and so one

The paper you Are starting to read is not a. report on a special i.zed

study but a thinkpiece." We have been asked to apply our'knowedge and
% . .

-1.-

intuitions to a particular subject: the ways in which school may innovate

in-serving they communities' needs under the conditions of e next dozen
1 x

4

years. As we understand this subject,-it is not intended to include the

traditional,, primary educational functions of the schools, but only the

secondary uses of facilities, equipmen, and personnel. In practice, this

distinction is not Always clear: tudh innovations as the employment of

retired people as teacher aides, pr the institution of certain kinds of

work-study program, may serve both primary and" secondary functions. Still,

it is a useful. distinctions and it gives us the terminology to st'at'eat the

start that ou'r iOcuZ on secondarunctions .should not be allowed to obscure
.

the fact thatAeducatjng children is the primary funCtion'of the schools.

-*
Herman Kahn,.William Brown, and Leon Martel,',The Next IOCYearss,,

(Oew,York: William Morrow and Company, Inc. 1976).

',.
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What We would like to do in this essay two things. First, we

wantto cOmmuni,cate our sense of ,the context i which the schools will be

operatiN over the next.tenor twelve yearg, d how this context differs

from that of the past dozen years. Part of ttii discussion will relate

toquantified trends in the age distribution arid location of the.population;

part will deal with what we perceive as the doMin nt near-past and near-
- r,

future trends in public and "elite"'kti-tudes, culturaitcltmate, and soc al

policy, as these bear'on odr area of concern. In- he second part of the
t,

s essay, we will develop and discuss two scenarios fo the schools'_ larger

community roles in the next'ten years. One of these scenarios will deal

with growing communities; the other vii.th those that experience, decline.

The scenarios will attempt to differentiate the, problems and opportunities

for the schools' community roles that "go with"'conditions'of -growth or

s
4

declipe. The essay will then condOde witha more general ranking of the

ft menu of possible community roles for the schools: An Appendix provides
.

. .

,,
, .

additional information on the major factors influencing school enrollment

trendst.
1

. .

We'shou)d mention that our title int¢nds to convey several messages:
. r

First, that we are "'outsiders," with the advantages and limitations that-...,

implies; second, that, as outsiders, and as policy-oriented futurists, We
q

; ; ' O ; ,
naturally center our attention on the empirical rather than the theoretical

. . .

. .-

00.

aspectS of Community Education; third, that.Ouraim is to improve the Om-
.

munity aducatdris ai;j1ity.to work with .the opportunities and constraints
, t

'thatwe consider, likelY to characterize the next ten years. In other words,

)
'

we dd not specUlate on' the onger-erm prospects for community schools tn
. ',,,

,Y /
" society. -We almfor short-term usefulness, not to

6
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inspire or entertain, and"Zertafnl; not to evoke agreement with dil:of

our interpretations and einphases. In, the fin ) 1 analysis, the user is the

"futurist," and our essay is probably less helpful where it reinforces
.

the user's prior bejiefs,thin where disigreement serves as a springboard

or catalyst. The asay will be mat productive where the act of reading

rt_stilmuldtes.the'rea4er, at least figuratively, to write his or her own.

jl

II. ESTABLISHING TAE CONTEXT
,

f*

A. The "Softer" Sort of Trends

Recent years havseen = extraordinary s ft rn fashionable attitudes

about the schools. This shift has not occurred in a vacuum' but as cart of

more generdl_changes in the climate of the culture. Of these the most
.

conspicuous has beeni the'development of a mood of malaise with respect to

both the Ands and.means social policy. In the mid-1960s, sentiments

ranging from radical to reactionary found expresOon in the concept of a
114F,

"sick society." iheSe sentiments proved profijantWsubversive of'the Great

Society and "poverty war" objectives of the Johnson*ministratioh. Specif--41#

14)
ically, the notion that the poor should be aided to acquire the skills end; t

'4*

attitudes necessary fgr full participation i4iaur advanced industrial"--;fr A, ,

economy came to seem crass and insensitive, or it was contended that such

aims could not be realized without prior "radical restructgring" of odr

insti tutions.

Arbund the turn of the decade, such activist andf in their own way,

5
optlinisticylews'gave way to.a profoundly pessithlstic fatalism. The ina6s-

1

trial era's concept of progress was discredited riot as an anachrohism from.

which "forerunner youth" would save us,but as a tap from which, quite

I

I 4
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possibly, there was no escape, an inexorable downward spiral triggered hy

global population growth, pollution, resource depletion-, and human greed.

At the tame time4 the fashionable critique.of social policy refocused

from ends o means. It
\
was saidsa that "nothing works"; tht efforts tb

solve social problems generate w rse problems; that poverty programs mainly

function to Fine the pockets of middle-class professionals and "bureaucrats."
w.

48Wever, this periodalso saw a,narrowing of the abyss thathad tome,'a few

years earlier, to separate ''elite". reformers from the average American.

As the economic. disorders of f-the 1970$ displaced the social disrupt(ons of

the 1960s, highly educated Americans began to recover the respect for the

values and needs of the "common man" that had characterized reformers of

earlier times. Such terms as'"law and order" and "work ethic "' could once
I

more be used without a deprecating sneer.

Thesecomplex trends have'been fully evident in the rea of education.

A dozen years ago, any essay on the -TUture of the schoo s Nould have een-
.

AN

tered on discussion of substantive goals and priorities. The educational

a

/-
- field was'permeated.with a sense of success and a'reIksh'for innovation.

For as long as many you teachers could remember, each incoming class had
.

done better than the one before. Alth9Ogh the school population was growing

by leaps.and bounds, local taxpayers,Nwere endorsing rates of increase in ,

expenditures that substantially exceeded therate of increase of_ enrollments.

Class size was dropping. New buildings dotted the landscape, Federal aid
e

had become a reality, and was being re- targeted on the poor. The tntransi-

goance of Southern resistanet to racial integration of the schools was
,

. t

easing. Rising salaries werepaking the teadling profession more attractive.

Abetter- educated, more affluent public.was proving hospitable to an array

Xof, T4g-advocated Innovations, anit new technologies as well.
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Today a very different orientation prevails. The sense of control-

ling the. future has long esince dissipated. The trIpds of central .concern

w e're not planned 1:4, anyone. Their origin; functioning, and significance

are poorly understood. They are to be coped with, made the best of. Like

suso many other asp ects of o r national life, the schools are gripped with

the notion that the mission of America's\third century is to learn the

$

art of managihg decline."

, Any such mercurial shift of national "mood" must be viewed with sus -

"
Licion. However, with-respect to the schools, it,is evident enough that

a great deal has changed, and an essay on the future must take these changes

into account. First, the Coleman Report cast doubt on-what had hitherto

been gospel.: that costly "inputs" improve the "output" ofithe schools.

Thdt:the trend toward'annUal improvement in measured academics achievement

reyersed. Noted ipitially in inner -city schools .together with rising
.

disorder and violence), this counprtrend was often attributed to the,

rapidly chang,lng racial configuration of these schools. Similarly, the

decline in College Board scores' was at first explained
.

by reference to the'
.

fact that more- -and preSumablx less well qualified--students were taking

these tests.'

,Recent studies have documented.that neither explanation suffices.
*

Academic performance has been dropping in white suburbah schools as well
A

(k.

as PI central cities. Often' the best students have shown the greatest '

decline, compared to!their peers-who took the same tests in the same school

t,

*Tilis paragraph summarizes findings of a Hudson ihstitute study, con-
ducted by Frank E. Armbruster, as part of a program of 4.S. sociat:poliey
studies funded by the Offi:ce"of-Economid Opportunity (n6w.the Community
Services Admhlistration). 'A book based on this education Ldy has

',Pianned.putiltcation datp of June 1977,

9,

.
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districts in earlier years. Perhaps most mystifying, the turndown in

scores occurred at about the Same time for all levels above third or
.

phenomenonfourth grade: in other words, the phenomenOn was not amatter of an

. "under-achieving" cohort awing through the grades but. , at leas at the
fi

Start, of a synchronized slippage on the part of students of various ages

who had prevtioUsly been on the rising phase of the achievement curve.

Meanwhile, large, numbers of school disiritts began to turn down bond

issues and budgets. The recession of 1970 and the more severe ';stagflation"

and recession of recent years reinforced this development, as did the

serious fisca l problems tat many cities,were forced to fate. Ait the same

time, traditional means of fling public schools came under court challenge;

and turmoil resulted from efforts tVenforce racial integtation in the North.

Qn top of all this came th problem of rapid enrollmeht dec.line in many

elementary schools, dramat zing the long-ter(prospect for the high'schools

vti 'at a time when the short-term prospect was still a rise in enrollment every
0

year!.
v.

1

Curricular emphases have Changed The neo-traditionalist

:,

emphases of the post-sputhic era gafie way to a climate in which the schools
.. ,

were dePreca d fors ressing competttive achievement. "Itift'r'subjects

came into vogue. The idea of equipping the children of the poor and near-
,.

', r DA.

,, A A .,
poor with.the basic academic skills to rise in a hard, cruel world was sup-

planted by the/idea that the schools must compehsate for the psychological

'damage of disorderly home environments. As in middle-class schools, the

inner-city teacher was charged4irst and foremosgz tp be sentitive t6 the

needs,and interests of ach tndrvidal child. Yet this Was immensely

cult to attempt even in.manif school,'; whel'e the task was not complicated by

rapid racial change. 10

,
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Nor was the teacher helped by the long period,when fashionable

,thinking denied or Obscured tie demands of poor and nonpoor, black and

white parenti aliketo? A discip)iped environment for learning and a ,

,J

reasonable'emphaiis on the three Rs. 'But what:one might term the "court-

' terreformation" of fashionaide attitudes is now clearly,impacting.on the

schools; ind.we,,regard this developmeneas having major import ford*,

next ten Years Instead of'casting themselves in a vanguard role, many

of xhe well-educated par'ents and other citizens who bestir themselves to
A A

influence school policy avthe local level seem likely'for a good many

n -

to see role as one of championing the values and concerns of

the community at l'arge.

However', what this connotes is easy to misstate or caricatore.-

Gallups annual surveys of attitudes about education 'suggest continuing

. concern about costs--but not blind opposition to-hi4her budgets, and not

a widespread belief that teachers are overpaid,' although these attitudes

are obviously importarit in some placesThe surveys show strong oppost-

,tion to teacher tenure, and strong attractionto "accountabi ity"--but
t4;

also'acceptance,of teachers' right to.belong to. unions, if not to strike.

/ t*
They suggest emphasis on basic'skills, discipline, -and vocational training--'

bUt not blanket hosti4ity to.the'innovations of recent ,years, or to- new

Akilt

forms-of-experiment. They show strong,Opposition to busing--but strong

A

, *See the Gallup'Opinlon Index for
Stanley Elam;. editor, The Gallup Polls
1969773ilihi-Delta.Kappa, 1973.

recent years. For' earlier years:

of Attitudes Toward Education,..

)
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acceptance oT racial integration. Thus the concept of "counterreforma-
.

1". 0

k. "e-tion" is not a synonym for_ restoration of 'the. ways the schools were orga-

nized'and fanctioned thirty years ago.' It refers rather to .what might be

termed a "Newr Synthesis"of elite and popular attitudes( a consensus of
.

, , . .
. r , . ..4,;', '

mbde(ates.that. is already reflected 4n the composition of schodl, boards -
. . , .

t,

in many areas: . .
...... &

.

.

-':.

, .

.
N

. ,

This, at least, is the construction we finepOsuasive.. Those who

. are, Less sanguihe perceive instead a "swing' to the right," with ominous-
I

% ,
import for; civillrights, civil liberties, and (at a more mundane levbq

,
.1!

the_funding of the schools. We agree that such.-AiVelopments will dflarc-
, ,

terize some school' districts; while today's 17,000 school.districts Are
i. 'V 6

.

remarkably. fewer than .the 40,50 0 in '19G0, they suffice fp .allow for greAt
%

e ,
Adiversity. But we expect this diversity

0
tp',function within a frameoork

. .
.

of constraints and incentrve§sachas Our term' "New Irthesis" Is meant
, , 1 .

/ .

to. connote, at least anti 1, the late 1.580s. ' N
/

.e. ,,,
t ...

.
. r

We also see it likely-'that this comfriq ddcadewill be'characterized ,

. ,.. . . -- -
c.-

by relative.ly rapid fThisieconomc, groWth. hs oretaS't 'rests 'onk analless '' '

.....,...,

that we lack the space to explipate.here,,,blit it.is worth noting that our
.

, . , .. N * 9

economic and social' forecaSts.are ibt,rrefited-and that tire fami ljara' --% ...._

. .
..

t
.

term, an "aging popUlatiori7,..is very misleading for the next decide, when %

, an ,unutualy high proportion of our Ilcing-age poputat)on will be entering'
%. . . ,.

, 1 .
,.. ..

:their most productive years,
\.1
in terms Qf employment ixperien.ce, heil 6 aid

- ..
.

-. .,, ..
,1

1%

('
O

*
According 'to another source ,(the 1574 generAl purvey conilucted.,4y; '

the National Opinraitgiearch tenter) a' majority of whites except.iriXthe .

.:., $20,000 + income group, would not object to-their-childrenNattending a
school that was more than half black'. This claim is littpressive,pven if,

-,-raker with a large grain of salt. .. i' a: 4 % . .

. i,, 1 % '
o

.
. 4. i .
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vitality, and the motivations that accompany family responsibilities even

if the family is small.

We do consider it possible or even likely that an era of slackened

economic growth, social conhict, and renewed appetiltefor social experi-

mentation may begin to emerge by the end of the period of interest to

this essay. In other words, our decade of "New Synthesis" might be viewed

as a breathing speck between two more "interesting" times. Also, it shdiild

go without saying that unpleaiant surprises can occur, and that failure to

control inflation (whatever happens to the unemployment rate) could have

serious disorienting effects. The schools, like all our other institutions,

including the family, would be severely handicapped in ability t)plan and
.

in "sense of,control4 by continuing high rates of inflation and by their

characteristic, often difficult to predict, unevenness among commodities.

The public )knows this: only once in the depths of 1974 did the pertentage

of Gallup's respondents who regardedlnemPloyment as our most important

national problem (crime remains the top local problem) exceed the percent-

age ho saw iliflatio% in this light. Thus to an important extent our New

who
Synth is forecast rests on as,sumption that the annual rate of inflation

will not get Out of hand -- indeed., that it may be brought well
.
belowAhe

A

leve) that plagues us today.

-

B. School Enrollment Trends '

The most so ?id data we have for speculation on the social fUture

---relate to the numbers and agefdistribution of people already born. For

_ . v
the schools this means that we can speak with a high level of confidence

/

about the numbers o

1

first graders through 1982.- The `same data allow us ,

13
t
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an eOlmate.for high school seniors through 01994, although the elemeni. of

uncertaiQty obviously compounds with time by 1994, educational policy
>f,

regardingdropouts may have changed, or the Census BUreau's present assump-

tions about the contribution of immigration to population growth'may ne

longer be valid. 1

However, these relatively solid data pertain tp the national scene.

Their usefulness for state an4 local.planners is limited by variation in

law or practice regarding' school-entry, and school-leaving age. It is

limited by great differences in the distribution of children between pub-

lie and non- public schools, and by differences in the trends this distribu-

tiop shows: Most important, it is limited by the fact that Americans,

especially younger ones, move around a lot. While most o£ -these moves are

local, asufficientnumber are longer-distance to produce considerable

interstate-variation in enrollment trerid. As illustrated by the accompany-
.

4

ing map, ihe,1972-74 period saw a decline of more than seven percent for.

Illinois and, at the opposte extreme, arise of almost fifteen percent

for Arizona. ,

. .

-.

This variance does not mean that national data are "academic" except
,,e.- 4... ,

. . .
for national educational planning purposes. This concldlion would be war-,

.:-..-.t....
4.-_...........

.4::::t.--- -----

- ranted if past birth rate trends had varied greatly' rom state to state,
. -

,.
6

but, these'trends have shown a-marked,t4Odeney to moveaogether'. Thus
, g...,.

.

,.

!Imamate variations in school enrollment are sub$taAtjarftr-althdugh
, w. Nw.

4_, not,entirely, a ftinction of the diftterence between out- _an in-allgration.
, r;

r.,

__State and roca.1 planners, having estimated theJr migratiortprospect,'cin

interpret national projections as diminishing or exaggerating the expect -

able

el 0

'impact of theimigratIpn trend-op_ their'schools.Thus in 1972 past
,-/

440
1.
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LIMITIDSTAIIS
PERCENT. NAME 114C.53911-A62 POPULATION

t'.

+9.272 to 414.11$2 CITIr
0 to 2.6t Watt

-.13 to -2.92 p
3.20 to 7.27 in

SOUOCC: U.S. Office of tiocotton

.

trends in the national, birth rate (expressed as national school enroll-

ment projections) might have warned sucp states as Texas and California

to expect the modeeate enrollment decline* shown on the map despite their

expectation of fairly substantial in-migration. Ten or twenty years .

earlier, a similar rate of in-migration would have connoted'a dlspro-,

portionate impact on the schools. And these differences over time have.
.

meaning for the-school dist1r'ict level as well as the state, although at

this level one would expect some exceptions to the general rule.
-

Obviously, trends in enrollment and projected enrollment can have

an- important bearing on the evolution of the schools' ,community. roles.

Hokiver, the range of local variance does limit the interest of national

irendi. Foi this reason, we limit out discussion. to several points and

ipeculiajonsgenei,al interest. '(A more detailed treatment will be
.

,

found Wthe'aCcompanliinglAppendix.)

1 5-
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The fiTst'point to make about the national enrollment trend is that

the 1980s will see a stabilization Nnd, indeed, a slight rrse in the''

numbers of elementary and junior high school children even if the birth

-

rate drops s ightly lower than it stands today. This oddity results frOm

a continuing .increase, for several moreeyears, in numbers of women who

are in their prime child-bearing years.

Meanwhile, the problems that have been experienced by the elementary
)

schools will begin to shift to the secondary schools. If immigration

holds constant, the number of 14 to 17-year olds in 1990 will be 25 per-.

cent lower than in the Peak year, 1974. As is illustrated it the Appendix

. to the paper, 'some of this decline (especially'through 1985) might be

accommodated informally by the redUction of class-size. Alb, while

there is some interest tod in lowering the'legal dropout ago, the prob-

lems associated with decitning nrolfMent seem likely by the mid-1980s,

to dampen this interest and to Yi Id Increased emphasis:on improving

eiention rates and increasing the re- enrollment of school'-leavers. In

short, if one counts high school classrooms instead of students, or

enrolled-students rather than high-school age population, the decline

from 1974 to 1990 (or cater) will probably turn out to,be sorkvhat less.

As already noted, migratiori trends will_, produce great local.differ-

ences. However, the projection of mi§ration-trends .is fraught w+th con-

siderable uncertainty. Until rather recently, comprehensive and detailed.

. .

data on population movements'within the United States were limited to the
.

decennial census years. Current techniques for annual measurement are.,.
(

still, somewgat experimental. Perha-ps more important, w6),1aCk the experi-
- .

ence toludge how much of the migrationof the 1970s is a temporary

16
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eproauct of economic ills. HoW many, of the people who were attracted in'

the early 1970s to the healthier economies, warmer climate', and low

,
.

living- costs' of the "Sunbelt" states will stay there? How'seriously.
4, .. . -

should we,regar4,4he hisOrically unprecedented fact that fewer American
,f

. 4 x .
are moving into than out of Metropolitan areas? What abo4 the equally,

unprecedented fact that as many blacks are moving into the,South. as are
.

cs
: moving out? Even Hour documentation.of'these "facts"'were moreipre4cise

'tnan it is, the underlying conditions supporting the trends could change.

Sim(larly, at the local 4evel,.experiende is an important teacher but

also, in some circumstances, a treacherous one.

° A special case of this problem is the futund birth rate. It is usual

. V , .

today to assume that the 1940s
.and.,

1950s were an anomaloui episode,Ln the
f %. ,

. . .

6

long-term trend/of birtivate 4ecline. The resumption of this long-term
^A, '. . 0

trend during g the past twenty yearshas inchided especially rapid rates of
. ..° ,.

decline in fertility for most population subgroups that had exceptionally

'*\f

large familiessin the past: e.g., Catholics, blacks,Ammigrantirural

gedple, the poor. Thus it has-been easy,to postulate that various con-

,textual factors are producing and facilitating a homogeneous pheference

for-smallfamilles. °

As' applied to "lagging' 'groups, this line of reasoning is certainly .

persuasive.; elsewhere, the question aftses, "How small?" Today's birth
.

'rate points/Qard average completed fertility of 1.8 children. To
1

sustain, this average, It is necessary th*t very large um6efs of young

!,
.women have one child or none. Yet even tod y

.!7
when the polls indicate,

, . .

, .

that family size preferences are lower, eveklkefore, they do not yield
, .

th,li 'esulf, The-modal preference is two children,'and the percentage
/- at

17
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wanting three or more is a great deal higher than that which favorS:-Oner--

tir none.

Also, the difference between a two- and 4 three -child family 19oks

°

terribly dramatic when expressed i 'national terms, but,the difference it

connotes for the.-budget,of a particular young family may be well within

a range where fashion is dects-ive. In a society so affluent as ours; it
.

. ,

may be iiiat the long-term decline in the birth rate is replaced Ifi'a4

cycle ill which young people who ,grew up in very small families_th'ink it
t.''

. :

, would be more fun to have somewhat larger ones, and Vice versa.
.

,

.

There are basically, four different theories one'might lake seriouslyi
-

. ,

about the birth-rate ;rend of t4p.rlext ten years: ..
N...., u

..,. ,
.

. .

4. 1 That cultural changes (e.g., feminism, commitment to zero
ornegative population growth, distaste forchildren) can

, :result in a continu19g fertility decline;
r ,

. .. .

2 '2: ,That the-birth rate may rise slightly, but' will stabilize
moil or less.permanehtly at roughly'a replacement level;

e J .

i. That birth rates will rise in the 1990's (and 1990s), expressing,

4 the rising phase'of ari inter-generational cyclUcel trend; and
- .

,

4. That birth.rates will rise, but for, reasons that do not hold
promiseof an orderly, counterbalancing, subsequent down-

. . turn. .*

The second most impOrtant point to make about these theories is that;in

-the period of interest, there would e,no waylo'tell whether a rise in

, birthrate corroborated Theor' #3 or #4. :The most important point to

make is that all postlble deveiopments--Theories #1,42, or the dmbiguous
,

#9/#4--w6p1d.'almoit 'certainly be viewed with mounting concern. This is

th'0 legacy of the great.fluctuations of the .past half century. in the

`419.84 we will begin to eiperience a situation where thenumberiof youngrr
' .

workers grows smaller each year.' If the birth rate stays low, the

18
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!associated economic problems and the prospect of their worsening will

become more -"real," yet the scary connotations that rising birth rates

have acqUtred since the 1950s will not go away. With reference to "right

teaching," the schoolAwill be pressUred from both directions. The vela-

tive harbony that has recently existed on the subject df desirable birth

rates will tend to be replaced by rathe0 heated controversy, whatever the

fr'itl-it) trend.

'In short, for purposes of'speculation on the next ten years, what'

happens to the birth, rate should be reg'rded as an open question; second,

the range of direct impact of ,alternative birth rate trends on enrollment,

within this ten-year time frame, is almost certainly not great enough to

justify4agging the uncertainty as including any potential for a serious

problem; and; rd, whatever the trend, the anxietis and conflicts it

generates will create worse short-term problemt'for the sctiools than the

trend itself. %

, L
Among the uncertainties which.cdmplicate projection of a school

,

distr4ct's enrollment, we should also mention the potential for change
,

in national immigration policy.- OdrAppendix Rrovidet some information

on recent [migration trends,(but these trends have perfainedto nation-
,

alifies andOccupations rather than numbers. For demographic andalso,

more recently, foreconomic reasons, there have been effective pressures
.

to keep the numberi of immigrants small.,lowever, because ofthe birth

rate decline,-legal imMigranti now account for about'a quarter of our

annual net increase ini)Opulatlon, compared to abouta tenth
r

This comparison does not include the one-time surge in immigratiOn.
'associated with the evacuatiOn'Of South Vietnam. It also excludes illegal
IMMi0*.nttk:Whose nUmbers'in he'country today may be as high as five or

-110
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In the ,1980s, the decline in numbers of yobng people reaching working

age Wild trigger a-fairly rapid build-up of pressures to increase numbers

of itmigrants, especially the less-skilled. Even a tripling of immigration

Hwould not have a great impact on the `average" school district, since the

distribution of immigrants tendi to be concentrated, However, even a

redistribution of the present immigrant flow--for example, if,more indus-

t
try moves to the Southeastern states- -could become the central problem of

school-community relationdin many districts. In a number -of states,

only-a few 'percept of,the pdpulation are "foreign stock," a category that

includes not only the foreign-born but people with one

If we suppose'some,increase in immigration,,a.marked,shift of occupational

preference toward the less-skilled, and some geographical changes in immi-

grant- receiving localities, it is easy to imagine that many more school

districts_than today will be.faced with "traditional" problems that are

new to them.

C. iummari of Contextual Factors't b

We pause now to recapitulate the pointswe-have made thus far about

the context--of school- Community relationi in the next ten years. We

believe it is reasonable to expect, at lefst by comparison to the past

fifteen years, a relative absence orissues that ddlacize communities,

,setting races, ethnic groups, social classes, and the generations at odds.

, It wij1 generally be possible to appeal to 'a broad constituency without.

infuriating militant minorities.

cerm.for "standards," in all our;

about .1 lying with reasonable, (or

In the schools, there will be more con-
.

'institutions, a, more relaxed attitude

even silly) institutionaydles.

0
I
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Community and personal life are likely toseem more interesting In \

.

the coming decade than national politics and crusades. As economic ,

\

J I
recovery proceeds, the "iyPinal"fschool 'district characterized

.bistable elementary-school enrollment,. declining high % school enrollment;

~MM..
and an expanding fax base, as the crest of the baby boom generation moves.

into its home-bqing and peak earning years. Our age distribution(also

suggests that, while families may remain small; the proportion of all:

households thatllave at least one child in school will rise. ThUs there

4 is no reason to expect the school
1 -

shrink. Indeed, families that
.

time and motivation to int

'families of the pipstr (

Ar

most.direct electoral constituency to

e only two children ay well have more

.

emselves in te!schools than the larger '

this is a mixed blessing from the

educator's point of:iviewl)

What instabiliiiei may influence. the sehoot's community roles? We
oo

have noted the possibty of considerably increased immigration, and/or

its, direction to areas that have -not experienced it before. Internal

migration; as we will shortly discuss, can also cause friCiion, and

4.4

%enerate needs that the schools will be asked (or wish) to address. Also,

;,-

there 0)1 be an increase in what we cill "localism," the sometimes harm

ful trend toward .increasingly effective community resistance

siting oitaiiports,

and otherlaciitties-

pOwer plants, low-Income housing, mental health-Centers,.

that nearly everyone approves in
-

the aostract--but
.

,

t--

Ordf-ip fhineighborhobd. Similarly, resistance-may,firm in tfie areas

agathsurther consolidation of school districts; and agaiost furtherO
,

entrant nt of 'the stategovernmentsi-pAucational fundindand 'policy roles.

,

Creme, confrontations with the couris might Iur.
. A
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,
. Our basic ftrecast invites a guess that divorce rates, empioymenr

,
.., . ..% 3, . ,

'r -*kr 4,, t
, rates of young mothers; and crime rates may or decline, and

, ..
. 4. ..'1,". .

,

, that birth rates may rise. Pits it is v ry imp flea' to note that, of

'''.. these four behavioral indices, o nly rimeN1;ates as yet piesenf any empiri-
s. .

l evidence that this is happ ing. Of course, it is also impOrtant that-,-c

(at-least/among whites) nearly nine.out of children still live in two;/v
,. .

. / 4
)

Ant families, ah-ltwo
outof threemotheri of yoang children do not

1;:,,,
,

..

"work.Akonetheiess we should Itr expect 'EigAties to. , ,

,

.
of the 'Fifties. Pressures on the schools Ord other public.institutions

.

.to act
.

inloco parentis seems onlikerY to subside declsively.,anyWhere.

many communities such.p5est'ures mayibe expected to rise-Tbut conflict

over meeting them will also rise.
15; ) '

III. LOOKING AHEAD AT THE SCH00,S1 COMMUNITY .BOLES gh

,-,-,

A. Two Sognarios
. 4

A scepar4o rs not a,forecast but an analytical 'IN)of,. ,Unlike most

other tools of futures studies, a'scenario attempii to interrelate a.
.

. .1 t ati

great many variables in a manner that frankly relies:on the authors'
.....,_

0..

intuitive skills. As with'fictionalized hittorles that go beyond docu-

mentable fact,.a scenario faili In its purpose if t, he'readeOs intuitive r-'"-
.- 0

sense of what it credible, what "goes together,"'differs markedly from.4,-

, -the authmes': Howevfrohii criterion of sticcess,pr failure l s, not

absOlute. A scenario which makes the best case fdr an unfashionable or :

neglected viewdfthe future, can usefUlly:OdUCate the reader who does, not ..

fi4d::,this:case"WhOtly persuasi4e. Converselxi,a scenario which expresses

ry atjhe'readerthought all alon g'maytto n note noth inginore than shared-4x

A
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.

- end importantly erroneous--intuLions. in this case, the ° cessful"

soenario fails as an analytical tool-unless (as may happen) its spelling

out of what "everyone knows" evokes challenges. third parties that

would nototherwisebe made.
- --/- . .

A,

At -the start of this paper ; .we sketched a basic.social scenario for
gr. .

. ,

the context of the schools' community roles in.thenext ten yeart. This

"Standard World" is the first .of fifteen scenarios for the next decade

which Hudson Institute has developed in varying levels of detail. A

number of these scenarios are variations of the Standard World. Others

spotlight particular possible developments that might or might not alter

the functioning,and trend of ,the Standard World to an important degree.-

..

Several scenarios are-to greater or lesser degree catastrophic by definition.

.
For present purposes,cit is not necessary to go into suchr detail. we

believe that Ingst readet=s will consider it reasbnable and useful to differ-
,

entiate the coming-decade from the past one in roughly fhe way that we

have One. The next iii[uestion what sub-scenarids can usefully be

presented to suggest spec ifics, and their variation, in the schools' commu-

nity roles?

. We have onc)uded that the most salient distinction among school

diitricts in tie next.ten years is whether'thelr communities are perceived'

as growing or i decline: Since Hudson Institute Is k n-own to favor eco-

\

nomic growth, this conclusion runs the risk of antagonizing-some of our ,
..-

readers. Mil we be "ObjeCiivewin sketching our two scenarios, or will

we be arguing a brief? The answer is "Both." We want to direct attentAon

'to aspects of the grOwth issue that seem neglected or misunderstood; we
..,

.._

will try to do this etfeCtively, but clearly asproponents of a point of-
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..view. But we alsware persuaded that, in the coming/dedade," the growth-
°

. ,

decline dimension will. be more important than such other dimensions as

, race and class inhaping the schools' community roles.,
.

This judgment bn regional economic an.d. population trends,"and

especially on.the importance that state'and loca) leadership, the media,

anethe general public have dome to attach toAihese trends: General eco-.

:nomic recovery dannoeconfidentty.be expected. to decelerate either the
.

so-called "Sunbelt shift" of people and jobs,. or the recent tendency for

more people to move out of metropolitan areas than to move into them. A
,

number. of alternative forecasts for the trendt are somewhat persuasive.

None is commandingly so except "In the most 'general terms: i.e., there

has been a long-term trend t ardinter-regional convergence on various.
;)

measures of wealth and in .._We may expect this ,long-term trend to

persist, withethe econ is growth- oAttie historical3y more Ifluent states,

lagging the nation/ a drage; Wrth'some cities and-counties n'these'states/
a

4 i
/

. showeng actual econom c,decline; and with ,many others,fearing the onset ,of

,dicline. Further, w can expect that the general school-enrollment decline,
.

.'4'

resulting from fat' 1 .9 birth rates, wit] tend to magnify the impa on the

schools'of any out-miwtion.that:ai'listrict experiences. It.seems.worth-
,....

N t

while to center our-speculations on enthis new type of experience, and to

/contrast it to the "growth scenario" that was the norm for school dlitrict
ti

--.'
-

for so many years.

1. The-Declining Community, and its Schools' Community Roles /
. , -,

' The factors of central importance in the declining community are

1 Ike! ya,to. be:.

24 f .
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a. surplus plant. and personnel;

b. a rising proportion of older people in the population;

c. ,,,

.

. c. a shrinking proportion'of households that have children
in the schools;

/

:-
. )

d. strong sentiments and-effori6o turnthe populition/
economic decline around (even if the economic,"decline"
is re14tive rather than absolate); 'Y <

1,

e'. a decline in the socioeconomic family status of the average
school-child (i.e., out-Migrants ranked higher on these e. -.41

indices than the families that remain); and

f. a change in the balance between public and nonpublic schoOls.
s .

,

., j,-.--

This last can go either way. Schools which depend on tuition and4 -

other private support are logically more vulnerable to the out-migratidh

trend than tax-supported'schools. However, if the selective character of

out-migration il seen as resulting in a "lower class",majority or disrup-
w A .....

tiVe Minority in the public'tchools, many middle class people may be

, '.. motivated to accept the monetary burden of pulling 'their children outl
1

7.I . '
in eny case, it%seems evident that the school board and s4 chool offi-

.

t.,

. . .

cials of the declining community,will feel a -need to enlarge (i.e., re-,-\

people a s' school ai4s.

,

enlar'ge) their base of community support. 'An emphasls on services for the

elderly will seem attractive on both pragmatic and philosophical grounds,

including such services as recreational programi Ipossibly during school

hours, and using school staff), school-bus transportation, re-focusing of

school service clubs on assistance to older people, and,use of retired .

Second, the schools will be motivated to r6dUce class-size, and'.

to Increase or deVelop emphasit on counseling and other services for.
%

'-

25
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. .

low-income students and their families; under - employed teachers may-be

/itrained_p,d641e in these roles,-or to serve as full-time ipeciilisis

in

,*

remediad ading, arning disabilities; health education, and,other',

',subjects that especially address the needs of the lower-incoMe groups

that havegecome amore prominent .pars: of .enrollment.

Efforts of this type will logically include attention to the dropout

profilem. There will also be interest in absorbing:and expanding, publicly :r -

'funded nursery Schools or day-care c?Iters. Such interest is likely. to

,-
run afoul of the fact that most such centers operate year- round, but some

\
effort to Iltvolve the Schools ih early edut4ion is still likely to be

made. Making kindergarten a full.rday program, at least inow-income

neigh*hoO4,;ay'have similar appeal; as a service tq working mothers
.

,-,--Ivi.A ,
, \ _

. 1.1. ,

and a 110.101s'tO tak up slack.
.

,
c .

,. However, ilgrmust now e that many such'ulogi 1 responses of tie
6

:41

schools to a.dhinsSng community have-little,rf any relevance to the' urgent
"- 4,

r r

fr

,fiTh d of the 'CV1MUTlity's leadership Thy may rndeed be viewed as)
\

inilitcal to the objective'of attracting new business and resident. 'The

contention.will be.mad. that the elderly, the poor,'and the near-poor

.aleady pay les s

services are not

in taxes than they'receive in-services, eyen.. if these
, .

closely "targeted" on-iheir SPecial needs. High taxes

may be seen as a major
t
reason for the community's decline. Ile Schools',

natural,Orientationtoward\services and toward meeting immediate negds'i

thus likely to sit poorly wiNth. the communit\z. leadership's anxious efforts'
:`4. -'

. . -,

'to invest in tong term Ob inomic mprovement, even if short-term'sacilfices

(by thelpoor) are.required.

-,_

, \

ti

t-,
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Thus,. in the declining community, a second agenda for the schooll'\

emerges in'parajlel with the first, emphasizing cutting costs (especially

of services to economically marginal groups), rationalizing the use of'`

existing resources,'and testing any proposed innovations in the schools'

, community roles by reference to their attractiveness to busined the

1middle: class. .4

The two agendas do have points in common. Both inclUde a heightened

interest in additional possibilities-for state and federal aid. This

means that the state and federal governments may have considerable lever-

age inAlfaluencing whether the schools of declining. communities evolve

primarily in harmony with the service rationale or the city fathers'

c4-

investment strategies. Also, both agendas'include,concer'n for the upset

balancein whichever direction - -of public 'and nonpublic school, enrollment.

The reasons for, this concern include, in one version, the problem of the

. \ . . .

.

.

,

nonpublic schools "skimming the cream" of the public school students; in

both versions, the existedce Of parallel School systems compounds the

problem of inefficient resource use. As a result, declining (or relatively

stagnant).-commuriities may be good testbeds for voucher experiMents and

other means for reducing ttie diseconomiesOf,haying two systems. It-is in

such communities that theSe diseconomies are most painful. Also-such com- '
0

munities feel a special ne4d to attract favorable.types of public attention
*

--frOm,the country at large; same innovative, community services might meet'

thls'neid as we

vi e

27
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.2. The Growing Community, and Its-Schools' Community Roles
.. - ,-

Wenow turn attention `to 0 school where the effects of A..

ol,

. past birthrate decline have been overbalanced by in-migration: This

community may have started out as.af'reestanding town or small City,

but it Es *now classified by ih'e Census Bureau as. part of the "suburbs4-,
. .

of a metropolitan area, or slse it is adjacent to such an area., or it

occupies e.choice location on the'interstate or freeway network, or* it

hastsipme special attraction that serves as a dode,for-development.

While it may (or may 'Oat) be,in process of becoming a regionalcenter,

.it robably;4s.a ndober of_neighbors that are growing at a comparable

rate.

We will say that its salient characteristics are these:

a. many relatively young, Well-educated, and prosperous peoide,
some of whom grew up locally, many'of whom grew up in the
same general regional culture, and a small but conspicuous
minority are genuine outlanders (e.g., "the,New York crowd");

,

b. in older, generally less edutated and lesd affluent local
culture, including a local leadership that favored, perhaps
promoted, but is now not entirely comfortable with the effects'

-- of etonomic.andpopulation growth;'

.byylocal" ilanderds, A lot-of new, less-skilled workers;'
<_<:, possibly blacks or hillbilly whites, or locally unfamiliar
ethnic groups;

. by local standards; a'lot of tPansientl, crime, disorderly.
behavior, "welfare";

a

e. a construction boom; z

a rising costofjiVing (although the price level, by the,
-,-stindards of many Pnrmigrants,'.may still be Mow);

ig. 'someschool-crowilingtsome- use of "tempos" and shifts, some
new construction (but possibly the latest bond 'issue/was
:turned down);
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h. property taxes lower than where many in-migrants came.freik,
but a ten-fold increase over fifteen years ago for some
locals; and,

: IP a "destabrlizing of traditional balances of power. and "arrange
ments" between political parties, and among the major, churches,

. businessmin,'professionals, labor unions, 'and ethnic groups.

As noted earlier, this is basically an old, iaMiliar scenario, butc. -

L ---
. ;

there has been some change-Inrettitudes about such subjects as work:,
.

. ;

. . ,

childrbn (and willingness' to'make sacrifices in their behaflf), the associ-
. r ,. .

ation of proOess with economic growth, and the inevitabiMty of economic

growth., School officials no more than others are certain how important

these changes are, but at some level of importance they are obviously not .

goodnews for school' districts where taxes' have'been rising rapidly and

are destined to rise much more.

Nor ale the schools' problems limited to those directly associated'

with risln rolls. addition, 'the more influential newcomers are
; 0

accustomed to different andrmore costly stilts and standards of dunici-
r--

swimming pool, trash collection, more school_bus routes, more police,

class size, better-trained teachers, guidance counselors, bitter

science4'aboratories, 'computerprogramming-instruction and so on forever.
,

Some of these people are also at odds with lccal'law or custom on such

'bOo0 for schobi AThiiries, informal policeprocedUres, the social studtes-
A

currlicUtumf and Ghastmas'pagearifsjn thd schodls.

Still, our groWlhg community no more'than oul declining community

.

is in AmMinent dagger offalling apart at thA Seams. Most newcomers are

pal services. They want recreation programs and facilities,emunicipal
4

matters as alcohol, maiijuana,'female dress on.public streets, suitable'

...411k,

r
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*.

reasonarsympathetic with the values and customs of. the local culture,
..'

:

which, in turn, is reasonably tolerant of them.. The fractiouSflmiRarities

on both sides are not large 'enough to be seriously disruptive. Mor' over,

the economic boom has been going on -(with occasional, dips) for some tiny

Within and outside the-community, there is much experience-based knowledge
- *

of how to "manage growth" (as there.is not for how to "Mariage detiine"),

'and the general feeling is that the problems of the next ten years may be

serious but area still the right kind of problems to have.

This, indeed, is why the schobl board and school officials can think

about playing more varied roles in community life. Unlike the declining

comMunityj where such thinking has a strongly defensive basis, talk in the

growing community centers on improving "the quality of life," encouraging

"community spirit," and the like. breover, ihereisno serious schis,

between town fathers and the schools, Thesources of friction relate to -

the allocation Of resources that are merelrgegrowing less rapidly than some

citizens' expectations. Thus both partiei are int rested in opportunities

for sharing plant, equipment, and personnel, and for meeting Several needs

et once where new construction is concernedA

What can be done du ing the normal schoolday isnot much

other hand, 'the school

siderable number of jp

.

despite the general condition of labor scarcity. Also,'the community is.

. ,

. ,

.'riceptiveto a work-itudy program in the,hlgh school,,and excited about a
i-

f
.

"pre-program" in the middle school, cinder which stUdents are paid xo do
., -

are serving their communities by generatng a on-

; fpr women, these tend to bethe best jobs arou

.

maihtenance,and clericalska in the schOols and to assist teachers in the
,4--

lower grades.
.

i. /

.30
s.
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0 Use of the strident workers also allows the IstOdial staff to work

a tater shift in several schools. This means that classrooms, gymnasiums,

and an auditorium can
,04.1.

be used evenings foc community purposes at little
41 .

east.! (Previously, the principal available facilities wenein church

basements, and access was often"limited to members of the church and

\\fraternal groups to which they'belonged,) An array of adu lt education

courses centers on equipping people to improve the use of their leisure.
-

time. An adult drama club and a chamber musk 4group are,forMed. The
'"

inadequacies of the existing auditorium are deplored, and an adequate

constituency emerges to Include a better one in the plans for -the new

high - school. A swimming pool is alto added to the plans.
-

The growing community lost out some years ago in its bid for a

community college. As anIntertm measure, arrangehents are made for

'

N
;universt ty extension courses to be conductedin the high school in the

,

summer months. Initially, these are mostly Ieacher-_training courses,,

but the curriculum is broadened each year, the courses are generallyv00

over-subscribed, and the community''s case for a year -round institution

begins to bCdocumented. Liaison with the state-university also facil7

Itates the introduction of lecture and concert series which respond to,).,

J the community's desire for a higher cultural '!tone." - .
.. .,

. At the oppoStie extreme, there is seridlisoncerRin the grbwing
. .. -.

i .
community about soaring crime rates, including,(by focal standards)

shocking prObleM s'Of pilferage ancryandaltsm,'and-some violence.; rn Ibe

,_-4. .N.

A
- -.4 k

f

,...schatvls. EffOrts :to- get at the "rootO,ot the-problem are'spearheadedl ,

-'

'ethuroheS:and traditional yO'U-th groups, such as scouts:4nd police I

. ea.
.

,,,auxillaries., Attention tendS to be focused' on the least controversial I

, . , .
.t,''

..:--1
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solution"--the expansion,

. , .

the schools are more or ess drafted .to serve this interpretation of tAe-

...

)1,4"
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recreationallacilrties and programs--and

problem.
(.

Commentary

;

Lice the scenariO emphasize innovations, they tend to obscure the

likelihood that the declining community's schools are already doing many
.

.

Of the things that the growingCommUnity's schools are only starting to

do. However, this burden of existing commitments tends to reinforce the

contrast'we have drawn.

Zasically, the deClining community encounters-Serious conflicts

between the schools' perspecti4e on the top priorities for community_ser-.°

vice and the p rspective of other local-leadership groups. Such conflicts
.

. N .

are lesi prominent in the growing community. The schools in its lower-

clans neighborhoods may feel neglected, and this .neglect may seem to have

overtones of racial.or ethnic discrimination, but the relatively fluid

sination, of the growing,community means that these overtones appear more
4

circumstantial than deltberate and it is also--or even more--important

that LOwer-incomelpeoplein the growing community.generally share its
. ,

-0:02' 4

60thii;m.

We do'notvant to romantic
.

, .. -.

- the growing community, which in
, 9

. . 4

l feria place to the community
i

tze this point,tor the larger picture of

many respects for many people seems an

that is In decline. Assuming the two com-

munities are of roughly similarsize,.the law of inertia suggests
,..k

that the

declining one probably has'more cultural advantages, more specialized shops,
41, /

More experienced teachers, more complete/i/o.cM services.for people in need.

1
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If i offers fewer Jobs, the mix of Job,/ Sand hence the cut/tyre)
i still

_like y to haAie.more niches for special ta4ents. And of course there are
1

/the sychological and perhaps esthetic strengths of a settled environment.

The rawness of the growinecommunity and its larger environment Will, be

\ .depressing to many peophe.

Still, it is nearly impossible to sketch a scenario for the schools''

el'

'community roles in which the decliAing Community looks as attractive as

the growing oneto,the average citizen or the poorunless the decline is

reversed. At least we have found it so, although we urge the skeptical

reader to give it a try: 4

Healthy communities will either be benefiting from general economic

. 5
growth or else they will be profiting at their.neighbors' expense: The

4tterls not a formula one can recommend for general use. But in a larger

perspective the issue becomes more-probltematic.- Can one fault the declining'

community if-it tries to "steal" industries from somewhere else (do unto

others as they hayeddne unt. you)? Can one expect its school personnel- -

who may be genuinely convinced, in the abstract, that pOpulation and-

economic growth are "bad!!-4to stand up and be counted on this point?
;

No--and such inconsistency is not atoll perverse. One mayteason-

ably advocate a no-growth or slow- growth economy for the nation while

'scrambling'to imprOve.Ohe's community'S share of the-pje. But we doYbt

thatany national edIrstIon policy can be formulated to give dignity to, , , _

the ''natural" local wish to better oneself, even' at another distr'ict's
.

.,
,

.
.

expanse.t-To be. more,precise, Any national education policy for a no- or
.

,,-,, ,
A ,,

a

. ,

slow -growth America *List either'bp disingenuously blind to reality; or
-. , ..-.-,.- '.

.
.i

.

Ise i.t, must aim tOshittfundsefrdM advantaged to disadvantaged places.,

33 ,
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Yet this last is most problematic, as recent experience with '.'no

th" has shown\__As already noted, our countrythas had a marked long-

term tr= d toward reduction of
interstate differences in average income.

long the country prospered, it was generaly.accepted tor federal .

educat policy shOuld do its part in forwarding the trend by disbursing

funds under formullthat favored the poorer states. (Thus, for example,

federal aid in 1974-75 accounted for 24 percent of all public school

revenues in Mississippi, but only 5.percent in Massachusetts.) However,

under no-growth conditions, it comes to be challeng that federal programs

-should disproportionatelassist those states that are moving up toward

the national income average, since this burdens the more affluent states

that are "in'decline."

In other words, for.regions or states or schoolAistricts, as for

individuals and nations, willingness to.promote a-nasrowing 9f income
4

inequalities is terribly sensitive to wifEther one's, own income is moving
I

up rapidly, or sluggishly, or moving down. There is great potential fdt

social divisiveness in no-gr9wth or slow7growth policies and conditions.
.

Unhealthy, dynamics are triggertd. Conflicts of interest,ari heightened,

and draped in righteous platitudes. Compromite and consensus become

difficult to reach.

Perhaps there, is an "art of managing decline,a balt.perhaps this art

is only practicable for picture-postcard villages, not.f:Or substantial

industrial centers whose raison dietreis production and whose amenities

are primarily man-made--and costly. For such places, it seems reasona0t.

to state whir flatly that only if most people enjoy the experience of

boing better off materially than la.st year's there any realistic ex'PeCtation

34,
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of willingness to place .the national interest 'above local interests: And

only if-the experience of personal progress is general can we espect

good.fit between the schools' construction of desirable community services

and that of the citizens-who:Must foot the bill.

Because of renewed economy growth, "we expect that such a "fit" will
._., 4

,return to'being the usual-exnerience in the next ten'years,' thatitsr-
. .

accompaniment 6f.continuhni enrollment decline will, Kimarily generate

problems:of surplus that can be construed as opportunities, so far as the 1

concept of community schools is'concerned.' 'But declining enrollment can
0

.

produce defensive thinking--by teachers' unions; by districts that find

themselves' losing state aid. There Is a possibility that such Problems
a

may lobm so large in thethinking of school people as to produce tOe

decoupling that our "decline" scenario shows.,

B. A Ranked Typology of Community Services for the Schools
.

-
h.

. . -
..

/4.
. So we return our ittentiOn'to the "average" school district, and we.

ask: in terms of the community's felt needs, what are' the more d less

...40'
, l

'1

...v.,

promising avenues of service that the schools mayriAtsue in thw,next ten
.,,I,

years?' 4

.-
.

.ff
.

We suggest, first, that it is not useful for any school district to -
. -

<

ask this:questIOn until it takes inventory of services already performed.. ,.
, 4

. r .

`::,Ekcept ina very small disnt,this maybe a,difflcult task to do welt,
,, .. ' r `

. ,sinde.*hocitstend to accrue informal C9mmitments.in much-the way that

fire depertmentScome to'be expected. to get kittens out of trees. Still,.

seems v th` dofng 'forte number of reasons.. FirstInstances of fia-"

Ont'aVoritisin OrTinequiti,Ln the existing provision of services may
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beevealed. To eliminate such services sand the vague rventment they

1evoke may-4e a better community service than many of a positive kind.

_Second; existing informal services may provide a good index to community

9 1needs: if one finds that a school bus driver twice ameek lets an

elderly woman hitch a ride to the grocery store, perhaps this service

ought'to be regular(zed, not-stopped._ TNrd, the exercile of costing

out existing services and attempting to eliminate those that seem unjust-,

ified can useful-initself, and also to indicate how difficult it is

to eliminate commitments once assumed, even if the basic reason forth-e
.//

commitment no longer exists.

.

Turning now to our generalized ranking, of new services; it seems to

us tihat those which are most congenial to.the public mood will-relate to
Y

reducing the gap between the scHbols and 60 world of work. There is a

great variety of ways to serve-thisaim. Some are "token," some unpromising,

some'ome May even do more harm than goode. Perhaps the best promise lies in ,

.devising and improving means for students to obtain the important, experience

of doing genuinely useful work, -paid and unpaid, in their schools-and

communities.

Second9ost important are what we would term "atsimilitrve servici0

in both a general and a special sense. In the geneial sense, it,does riot
. --, .

'
,

. .

matter so much what the assimilative services are as that Moreoppor uni-
, 0

..
.ties for getting' together with like-minded neighbors are generat and --

the desire for a"sense,of community!' is served. The special sense refers
.

, '
in some cases, to the same set of"services; but witha special intent to-.,

.- 40

provide ,links between "natlyei" and newcomers (whether-U.S.' "movers" or
f,-

foreign immigrants)..

3
fa s
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Generally speaking, assimilative services of.either-kind will take

the form of evening cfatses, although some an be offered'to elderly
..\

people or housewives during the day. Of course, b?th types of programs ,rf

arecoMmonrthey_are not "new"; but,their history shows a pattern of sub-l

Stantive innovation. Recent cultural trends have promoted the popularity-
...

of, for instance, cooking courses for husbands and auto repair courses

fdr wives. In some 'reas, the Bicentennial generated interest in local

history and in the revival of olonial crafts. Perhaps the best key to

thedominant'adult interests of the next ten.years is the youthful inter-
.

ests of the '"baby boom" generation, whose meMberswi.lf be moving through

r ' their twentiesand thirties in the next teh years, but this key does not

suggest a very different mix of courses thin the menu that is carrently
=

avallablein many places.' Our basic scenario nothwithstanding, we dodbt'

that old-fashioned self-improftgent and howto-succeed-in-:business courses

will recover popularity --but, we 4uld be wrong!

The concept of assimilative rvices also suggests a vehicle for

mri nity action, and we are aware that'some professional discussion of

ommunity schools" construes the school as providing leadership for social

reform. Whatever its abstract merits, this sort of-role requires'a

Ingness to take risks, to court controversy, that does not seem likely to

characterize the situation of most school people in the nexirten years.

Both assimilative services Ind those which address.the school-work
. . . ,'"' -,,-.'.,.

wappeal to:whir'We expect:to:be major values of American.culture during

'e.coOing'gCados. A-thirdset of services that may possibly belong in

ft4tategoiry rilatei:bOpuriult'Of economy through multiple. and 'shared
k.

'Wig 'fatl-litfesand equipment (or personnel). However, there are
P. , .

....
4
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trade-offs here,since sharing among public services can be. expected`

, to,generaie frictions due to damage to equipment,lailure to abide by

- schedules, unclear division of responsibility, and the like. So it is

;important. to note that economic revival may ease the economy. Pressures

on, local government.. A more prOsperous public may place more value oh

.V14 t

434*

the quality and, convenience of services, less value on maximizing effi-
..

.ciency of resource-use. In some situations, it may continue to seem
4,

terribly important for 'the schools to cooperate with other local govern-
4

men agenciei in suPplyiiig services at less cost or improving them at

minimal cost. In other situations, the reluctance that "bureaucrats"

,typically feel about.such-innovations will some to look much more reason-

able than it does today.

However, useful innovations Of this,economiztng type would fit into
: .

a "logical miscellanebus" category the tomponents of which are defined

. .

t.
0

bey, an Inventory of local needs, ThiS definitlohal,process is of course'

.t
subject to many hazards, such as "Squeaky Wheel" demands'(should the

ok, squeaky wheel get the grease ?) and Self- Appointed "Spokesman" demands

(does be speak for anyone but himself?). Doubtless, many readers could

provide a long list on the basis of, ersonal experienCe--butas we
lb

earlier mentioned, "experiences' can e a hazard, 'too: i.e.., there is a

.

common tendency for conditions to cha ge faster than perceptions'(although

'the opposite can also occur). .

For
P

our final suggestion, let_

, *

'-canswork..` Certain habits of thought a

an illustrgtion of how this

g nerated by the experience of

coping -with and,plapning foli the decline o -enrollment in the elementary

1.
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schools. Wave tended emrselves-to slip into these habit\s of thought,
:':,

yetit ma biikthat the' significance of the enrollment decl4he or the

schoo10- chmunity srwices changes significahtlif once >the decline comes

,

to center on the secondary schools. 'There are at least three reasons

why this might occur:. the pressures associated with the high schools'I
higher fixed expenses, (plant and personnel); the "solution" suggested by

the diffitrence between present and'potential enrollmeht; and the usually

greater detachment Of the high school titan the neighborhood elementary

school ftom the commun7ity it serves.

These factors suggest strong LncentiVes to reduce per-pupil costs

and increase state aid by concentrating on preventing students from

leaving school before graduation; and on outreach efforts to re- enro3l'

those-who dO. They also suggest that comMbnity service innovations by

and in the typical copsolidatedihigh schobl may seem a pOor. investment

. becausethey mainly benefit an. immediate neighborhood that'isonly'a

fraCtion of the schocil's, "catchment" area. r
.

.
. , .

. .,-
Such developments would not invalidate many of the points.we have

'3/

made. -Still,*it is worth,noting that enthusiasts foro"community schools"

'mayjust be getting comfori fable with the planni.41 perspective appropriate

4fOr\the.exiierience of elementa;j\enrollment decline when the pass-through__
.,,

.
\

of this decline t:, the secondarx schools. generates a considerable jolt
., ,. -

.
\

for thosi'who-were anticipating "more q1 the same."
40.

On this invigorating note, we conclildei

,
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APPENDIX

MAJOR FACTORS AFFECTING `SCHOOL' ENROLLMENT TRENDS.

I,. The Past and. Future Birth Rate
l.

As noted in the text, our best knowl ge of the social future
.

relates to the numbers. and age dsribu on "of people who are already
;, born. While issumptions,mist,he made aboutAimmigration and mortality,

rates, one can be fairly confident about the numbers of first-graders
through 1982, afid. Only somewhat less,confident about the.number of high
school seniors in 1994. Table 1 uses,1974 Census-Bureau projections to
show the expected trend in numbers of children ages 5-13 and 14-17
through 1990, wh le Table 2 transiat4 these numbers nto,percentage -
changes o eve .1 periods of time. Slightly more recent Censusyro-,
jections re now a allable. We have used the 1974 series because it
allows 41-4 to see h spread between the three projections of future
birth rates widens over the-decade. .

Of course,the birth ratehas continued to declinelafter a brief

projec on: NoweVer, a'closer approach to Series II s

5.-0 ars olds lrf-1985 will probab y e
1975). ,fh ns we can hazard a guess that.4he number of

ose to the Se Oes III
C.: ble, since

even, "today's historically Low birth rates go not point toward.cbmpretied-
fertility quite'as_low as Series III projects. Also,it is generally
'suspected that'the,current 'rates-include a "recession effect""and that ,r -

-,_

\"catch-up" brrths are likely,to occur: This,view is supported by the
Most recent'polis in which-young people indicate the number of childre 4
they plan-to have. . ,

.....-

3......

,,' HoWever, several generalToiritt can he made apart' from, such spe4Wcu- *
`

..

lation. As Table.2 indicates, the problems for the schools associated.
with declining numbers of_younger.schoOl-sge children begin to taper off
by, the early 1'980s. By the mtd-1980s, the-absolute numbers of younger
sdbool-chtldren will begin to grow slightly even if the bArth rate drops., e.
someWhat tower than it isjtOday--the reason being,, of. course, that the' in,

:, larges,tsege'sohort,o,f-the so-called, baby boom is .onty lioW.beginning to
/ move -into ItS'Prime child-bearing ypirs. By contrast, the impact of they-.

"baby bust", is only 'now beginning to b'efelt in the high schools. Other
things being equal high'tchodl-enrollment in 1980 will be only marginally
lowerthan in 1970;;-,And only 7_percent lower than 1974. But' the over,all

""decltne from 1974-01204i, numbers of childrem-Of high school age-will 1

probablY be close to25-,pe*nii This is'hardly a,prospett to be ignored!

and mete ed forecasts of schOol eprollmentto 1985,
_uithg the-Ser "ONection, have' been published by the Office of
fOoation.,7 ."

%,/
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TABLE' 1

NUMBERS OF SCHOOL-AGE 'CHILDREN, 1970-1990

(THOUSANDS)

AGES 5-13

ft

, AGES 14-17

1970 36,636 15,910

1974 34,082 ( 16,878

1980*

30,441

fi 30,245 15,753
iii 30,112 a

1985 a

I 33;330.
11 30,380 . 14,388
111 27,945

, .

1990-

i

:4,,

.41,282 13,538
it 34,643 12,941

29,383 12,463

*Rankin numerals: refer to CenSus Bu reau projections based on
3 assumptions : about future birthrates. These assumptions are
specrfed in the footnote to Table 2.

41
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TABLE 2

t._

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN SCHOOL-AGE POPULATION, 1970-1990

.° AGES 5-13 AGES 14717.

+ 6%
.1970 -74

I I

I

I I

1 1 1

1970780

II. .
-17%
-17.4%

II I _ e

11

,1974 -85

t. + 9%

7%

-T - 2%
-11% 15%

I I -18%

1970-89

1 - 9%

-10%
11.11 -24%

A-3,

- 9%

1985 90

1 +24%
I I +t4%

'111 + 5%

1974-90

+21% -20%
' I I + Z% -23%

\ 4
-14% -26%

i13717-90

11 . 7-,11N
111 / , . % -22%

*Proiect ions assume completed c.§,iort ferti 1 i ty rates moving toward:
.

I

II- 2.T- (replacement le-ve.

1 1 1 = 1.7

N

i
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But how'seriously should it be taken? As we will shortly discuss,
vg the problem in many localities can be. expected to be quite severe. But

we are, for the moment, utilizing a nationarperspecOve, and from this
perspective --let us say, the perspective of the "average school"--it
appears that the secondary -- school enrollment decline can, at least
through 1985 probably be accommodated alraost entirely by informal means.
Table 3 illustrates this point with an analytical device: i.e., an
assumption that average class size in 1980, 3985, and 1990 is three
students smaller than in 1974. (The 1974 figure of 25 students is
arbitrary; any estimate for that year, would do.)
/ ,,"

' This analysis suggests that a greater but perhaps often feasible
reduction in the number of chi :4 oah-tAke-tare-01-most of
the problem of surplus- ant'and persarinei.:On terms of the subject of
the present essay, the suggestion is that the"average school district"
will not be laced With a dramatic need to expand,community servicesas
a means for putting idle.facilities and teachers to use. Indeed, unless

CiTiffiCt's school board intervenes to prevent administrators and
teachers from reducing class size,'fIle "foreSeeable" opportunity for new
or enlarged community roles that depeIrd on enrollment decline may prove
rather limited:\

J

, II. Migration and Immigration

I
- A. Internal Mi-gration

,

Discussion of national trends is useful for national planning, and
also for indicating an overall bias that will tend to reduce or exag-
gerate the effects oflocal trends, compared to what would occur if the
n.qtionaf trenddid not exist. However, its usefulness islimited by the
c6n$Iderable local variation in birth rates, in law or practice regarding
scihool-entry and'school-leaving age, and, so far as planning for public
schools is concerned, by the great local variation im the percentage of
children who attend n-public schools.

When we look alleadan_additionLal complicaOon results from the
factthat,Americaps,_especially younger ones,.doh't stay put. The fre- .

quency with w hioitseftresidence_ is overstated, by the
iv-re-that 20 percent move each year;zi recent[ longitudinal

mobility survey conducted by the Census Bureau showed only 41'percent of 0
households reporting any move between 1970 and 1975.* Also, a large

Since there were some non-reporting hou%eholds and immigrants'from
foreign countries were not included in the survey, ,the actual figure would
be somewhat higher. With this qualification, .it is'still interesting to
note that households reporting a move between March 1970 and March,1975
were 31 percent of Northeastern white households compared to 38 percent

. for the North Central region, 46 percent for the South, and 51 percent
for the.West. Black households showed a similar regional.pattern but a
narrowei. range (from 42 percent to 53 percent). While blacks moved more
-often, more of their moves were within the. same county. .

e.
tea-

43
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. TABLE 3

e

f

A-5.

POTENTIAL FOR ACCOMMODATING TO DECLINING SCHOOL-AGE POPULATION.
BY 'REDUCING AVERAGE CLASSROOM SIZE

IT THE TOTAL SCHOOL-AGE;y0PULATION WERE.ENROLLED'IN SCHOOL IN
1974, WITH AVERAGE CLASSROOM SIZE OF 25 CHILDREN, WE WOULD
NAVE 1.363 MILLION ,CLASSROOMS FOR CHILDREN AGES 5-13, AND
675,000 FOVCHILDREN AGES 14-17PIN THAT. YEAR:

THE FOLLOWING, TABLE USES PROJECTEDNUMBERS.OF CHILDREN IN
'MESE AGE GROUPS, AND INDICATES THE PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN
NUMBER OF A.ASSROOMS THAT WOULD RESULT, RELATIVE TO THE 1974
FIGURES llituMBER OF CHILDREN PER CLOSROOM WERE REDUCED TO '

22. THE DIFFERENCE FROM-1974 IS SHOWN FOR 1980,-.1985 AND 1990.

YEAR

CLASSROOMS FOR

AGES 5-13 , AGES 14-17

1980.

1 +.2%
ii + .9% +6%

+ .4%

1985

+11%
+. 1.3% 3%

III - 7%

1990

+38% 1 . 9%
11 +16% -13%
411 - 2% -16%

14.

)
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majority of moves occur within the saKe county:' (Of course, even_ su.
intra-county moves often entail a change pf,schools or even school
districtS.)

%.
, But the fact remains, as shown in Figui-e 1, that- long7range Moves

are sufficiently common to have a considerable `impact on regional popu-
lation growth. The map which was printed with the text of the paperon

11 -indicates how the combination of past birth rates and migration
infl enced school enrollment by states, in the period, 1972-74. Clearly,

.not 11 southern and western states were gainers ih school enrollment,
and not all north-eastern and north-central states experienced a dectinet
(although pearly all did). (Obviously, a breakdown,by-school districts
wouldvshow even more variation underlying the general trends: even in
the 'top. growth'states of Arizona and Florida,some school dis ricts
undoubtedly had a decline.

However, with migration data as with age-distribution data, informa-
tion which relates to large aggregates can be helpful to planning even for
districts that experience counter-trends. The grander migration flows that
attract attention at the national level'are not statistical artifacts!

. .

These "grander flows" have been 'widely discussed in recent years
because of evidence that some familiar long-term trepds'have changed, while
others have intensified.: Until recently, the major movements were (1)
from nonmetropolitan to metropolitan areas; (2) among metro areas, from
smaller to larger; (3) within metro areas, from central cities to suburbs;
) regionally, from inland to coastal' states; and(5) for blacks, from
rural South to the central. cities of .the North.

,Among these trends, the first to show a reversal --in the 1950s--was
the disproportionate growth of our largest cities, those with-Q,Oopulatjon
of a million or more. Such cities.houSed nearly one out of wry eight
Americans between 1930.and 1950, compared to about one in twelve today.
Further, only ana'rninth of the growth of all metropolitan areas, in the
1960s resulted from in-migration. Sinde 1970, the five-year mobility
survey IndiCates that, fin all four major regions of the Country, asl.many
dr more white households have moved out of metropolitan areas as have
moved into them, although the reverse conkinue# to be true for blacks.

These metro-area losses accrUed'entirely to central cities, which
experienced a net outmigration of seven million people in the.years
1970-75. Suburbs and."second cities" in metro Areas continued to grow,
but there was a net outflow of a million and a half Americans from metro
areas to more sparsely settled places. While 'this-appeared to reverse a
very- long-term trend, about five eights of these losses were to counties.

*
Principal source for the discussion of internal migration is:

-Mobility of the Popu on of the United States, March 1970 to March 1975,
Current Population.R rts, Series P-20, No. 285, Bureau of the Census,
October 1975. 4
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"INMIGRATION, OUTMIGRATION; AND.NET MIGRATION FORREGIONS:
1965-70 AND 1970-75
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bordering on Metro areas. Generally speaking, farming areas continued

to lose population. Government studies. suggest that the biggest gainers

in the early 1970s were state capitols, certain retirement and resort
areas, and college-toWns. The big losers Were clearly the largest cities,

, primarily in the North--but Los Angeles, for instance, also lost population.

Some of these recent changes may be temporary. When one 'reads that

man? Southern states have exceeded their pr9Jected population for 1980 .

(and.that New Mexico has reached its 1990,projectlon); it is well to

remember that old 'rule of thumb for California: that three out of four

in-migrahts did not remain permanently.. In particular, there may he
transient recession effects involved in the recent spurt of areas where,
generally, the cost of living is fairly low, and where serious unemploy-
ment often did not appear until 1976. 'Also, inter-censal surveys (which

. utilize fairly small samples and somewhat experimental, means for imprOving
the reliability of the count) may -be subject to some, correction after...the

next full-population census in 1980--but,"of course, this correction might
2

show greater shifts rather than less.

About all that can safely be said,at this, point is that Florida and
th9westehl part of the South have been growing rapidly; that the meted-

polttan-areapopulation is spreading out and overflowing its technical 0-

boundaries; and that the rest of'the "nonmetro" growth is concentrated in
places that may soon qualify as new metropolitan areas or, at least; that

are more urban than rural.. It may also be that the interstate highway
system is "structuring" population shifts as the railroads did in the.
lat century; it may be, for the first tifne, that more blacks are,mdving
to the South than ate.leaving.it; it may he that an important growth surge
will occur in both old and, new coal-ginire areas; it may be that Florida
.is"saturated" and its immediate neighbors will \begin to grow more rapidly. _

But all such possibilities must be regarded as conjectural

:46"t.,,,,

, (

Ippr 9k . Immigration

Another factor of importance for many localities is immigration from
.abroad.* 'While the numhgrs of 19gal Mmigrants rarely exceed 400,000 a
year, th birth-rate decline haerennanced their importance. Immigration

rather t an natural increase; accot(hted for about one in ten net additions

to the U.S. population in 1960;' the current figure as roughly one in four.

An estimated ,ten perdent of our wOrkforceare recent immigrants, and their
national origins Are dramatica)ry differentfrom even a decade ago, in
large part beceuse.of changes in the quota rWes. The percentage who are

.

Asian, and especjally,Filipinos and Koreans, has jumped frOm 13 percentto
34 percent since 1965. Of these Asians,,an astounding k6 percent of those
Who have work experience, have professional acid technicer occupations com-
pared to about ,14 percent for our workforce t, a whole' and to a mere 9
percent of immigrants,trom countries in the western hemisphere. Meanwhile,

*
Principal source for the discussion of immigration is: 1575 Annual

Report: Immigration and Naturalization Service, USGPO.
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European immigrants have not on dropped from°38.percent to 19 percent
of the total; also the numbers of ek and Portuguese immigrants have
zoomed to rival the(British and Itali-ses, and vastly to exceed the Germans,
whose proportion wasthe highest for' ma years. -Similarly, among western
pemisphere immigrants, Canadians have been clipsed by people from Mexico-

,and the Caribbean area..

Such developments are enormously important in certain parts of the
country, the rapid impact of Cubans on Florida being only the most con-
spicuous case. Other areas continue to be virtually untouched by foreign
immigration, legal, and other.

. .

What are the implications of these facts and figures for our subject?
So far as immigration is concerned, an additional point of interest is
that the number of young people reaching working agilLis going to drop
sharply over the next dozen years. A shortage of less-skilled workers
is expected to emerge. As this occurs, pressures to reduce restrictions
on immigration may become sufficient to override the objections of orga-
nized labor (which is even more opposed to the alternative of "exporting
work"). Thus the fact that immigration has ,been relatively stable during
a'period when unprecedented numbers of young Americans have been entering
the workforce each year--a period, also when teenage unemployment has been
very high--is nbt necessarily a valid ilidicator of what is to come. It
may be that rather large numbers of communities in the.mid-1980s will face
the problems associated with large foreign-speaking colonies with alien
traditions, limited education, and limited skills. Further,, if the pace
of industrialization accelerates.in the southeastern and south central
states; some,,of these problemslwill accrue to communities that have never
experienced such a thing before. Where. this occurs, the, twin (sometimes
conflicting) objectives of assimitating the newcomers and "preserving"
their cultural traditionsmay well dominate the new community role of
schools.

Internal migration also generates problems of assimilation, as well
as modifying school enrollment trends. As indicated in our "expanding
community" scenario, migration patterns are currently dominated by people
with-relatively high education who move from areas where educational expen-
ditures are high to areas where they are relatively low, and often from
areas where education-is strongly.a local concern to:areas where it has
been traditionally'promoted and funded primarily by state governdent.
While the scale of this long-distance migration is easy to exaggerate, the

:frictions and opportunities it holds seem worthy of note, together with the
` possibility that more intensive :industrialization of thj receiving areas

could alter the socioeconomic mix without altering the expectation of high
levels of social services.*

. *

*Our discussion oif migration trends draws heavily on a current major
Hudon Institute, study of the future of the United States and its regions;
funded by a grant from the. Economic Development Administration of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
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